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nonograms logic puzzles book pdf
Nonograms, also known as Picross or Griddlers, are picture logic puzzles in which cells in a grid must be
colored or left blank according to numbers at the side of the grid to reveal a hidden picture. In this puzzle
type, the numbers are a form of discrete tomography that measures how many unbroken lines of filled-in
squares there are in any given row or column.
Nonogram - Wikipedia
Puzzles can be divided into categories. For example, a maze is a type of tour puzzle.Some other categories
are construction puzzles, stick puzzles, tiling puzzles, disentanglement puzzles, lock puzzles, folding puzzles,
combination puzzles, and mechanical puzzles.. A chess problem is a puzzle that uses chess pieces on a
chess board. Examples are the knight's tour and the eight queens puzzle.
Puzzle - Wikipedia
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